
 

 

LIVING  CHRISTMAS 
   D                   7D               G 
1.  Before about two thousand years filled with violence, hate and fears 
     g       D     G           A 

    GOD had come to earth by Jesus` birth. 
   D         7D         G      g       D 

    And to shepherds, simple, poor, angels pronounced, that GOD will cure 
    G            D      G       A 

    all the faults, which we had done by his son. 
   D       7D         G     g        D 

    And in all those centuries with all defeats and victories 
    G        D      G        A 

    nothing expelled GOD`s words here on earth. 
     

h              G           e 

REFRAIN:   Whatever happened here on earth, GOD shows us by Jesus` birth, 
  G      A      D4   D 

his fidelity and kindness leading out of blindness. 
  h        G      e 

   By stable, cross he sends a sign for us telling: YOU ARE MINE!  
  G        A       D4 D  

For his love he is sending is never ending. 
 

2.  Slight, hate, murder, death and war, all, what people had fought for, 
    also misery and need, each cruel deed 
    couldn`t hinder to succeed Jesus Christ, and GOD to meet 
    just deep inside, hearts open wide. 
    Try to repair and understand, try to pardon, reach your hand, 
    that Christmas works, whatever hurts. 
 

Refrain: GOD always will invite to be his friend, He sends his light 
shining over the stable. So we get able 

        to reconcile and to forget, a sign of peace on earth to set, 
  Christmas living by forgiving. 
 

3.  Comfort those, who are alone, who are shunned, despaired, unknown, 
    let Christmas happen, work with heaven. 
    And spend hope for those in need, who can`t GOD´s Word hear and read, 
    who are forced, their backs to bend, help to withstand. 
    Those, who are blind, who do not dare GOD`s love, grace with us to share, 
    tell them, GOD can wait. Never is it too late. 
 

Refrain:     Why do we only now keep still and just on Christmas stop top to kill 
       instead of changing the directions for future actions.  
          Peace shouldn`t last just for the time with candle lights and Christmas rhymes. 
       Without divine love and mercy no bliss on earth here 
 

4.  For the elder men and patients, those in difficult situations, 
    who are not willing to receive and can`t believe, 
    and for those, who stand aloof, without a chance GOD`s words to prove, 
    may Christmas now begin. GOD, let them win! 
    Make us ready to fulfill Christmas message and your will.  
    Let Christmas for us stay on every day. 
 

Refrain:    May, whatever touches our heart, unite that, what seems apart, 
       and let Christmas be reality. 
       GOD, with Your wisdom and Your grace You will lead us to the place, 
           where Christmas will remain, just without pain. 
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